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Analysis of simultaneous Lunokhod 2 and Apollo 16 magnetometer data has 
revealed the presence of an anisotropy in magnetic field fluctuations near 
Mare Serenitatis which indicates the presence of anomalous electrical con- 
ductivity beneath the Serenitatis basin (Vanyan - et -- a1 , 1979) similar to that 
discovered beneath Mare Imbrium (Schubert -- et al., 1974; Sonett -- et al., 1974). 
Lunokhod 2 magnetometer is located at the eastern margin of Mare Serenitatis 
within Bay Le Monnier, and as this location the horizontal magnetic field 
fluctuations between 6.7~10- and 0.2 Hz have a strong linear polarization 
which is aligned with the mare center in the northwest-southeast direction 
(Dolginov -- et al., 1976). Simultaneous Apollo 16 data measured in the Descartes 
Highlands 1100 km from the center of Serenitatis does not show any polariza- 
tion in the horizontal field fluctuations. One explanation for the observed 
field anisotropy at Lunokhod 2 is a region beneath Serenitatis of either 
anomalously low or high electrical conductivity. We have chosen to model the 
mantle conductivity iistribution in the area by a dielectric layer of conduc- 
tivity les than 10- mhos/m and thickness 150 km overlaying a base of conduc- -3 tivity 10 mhos/m. Beneath Maria Serenitatis and Imbrium the dielectric 
layer is thicker than beneath the surrounding highlands by an additional 150 
km as shown by the contours of constant dielectric thickness in Figure 1. The 
dielectric thickness was adjusted until the anisotropy observed at Lunokhod 2 
matched the anisotropy calculated from the model. Although this model is not 
unique and an anomalously high electrical conductivity beneath Serenitatis 
could produce the same magnetic polarization, we believe the model depicted in 
Figure 1 is consistent with current knowledge of basin formation and evolution. 
In fact, we propose that during the process of mare volcanism large quantities 
of heat associated with the magma were brought from 200-300 km depth to the 
surface where the heat was dissipated by radiation. Mantle regions beneath 
the highlands were cooled by the less efficient process of conduction. In 
addition to the intrinsic thermal energy, the magma extruded into the maria 
were enriched in the radioactive heat sources potassium, uranium, and thorium, 
leaving the sub maria regions depleated in these heat sources. The net effect 
is a proposed enhancement of thermal cooling rates beneath Maria Serenitatis 
and Imbrium with an associated depression in the electrical conductivity 
relative to the surrounding highlands. This model relating electrical conduc- 
tivity anomalies and mare volcanism predicts depressed electrical conductivity 
beneath all circular lunar maria with the magnitude of the anomaly directly 
related to the volume of erupted magma. 

A thorough analysis has been completed of errors in lunar magnetic data 
obtained by Apollo 12, 15, and 16 surface and the Explorer 35 Ames and Goddard 
orbiting magnetometers (Daily and Dyal, 1979). The effects of magnetic data 
errors on electrical conductivity studies of the moon using Apollo 12 and 
Explorer 35 data are summarized in Figure 2. In this figure the envelopes for 
the conductivity profile of Dyal -- et al. (1976) are shown for several values of 
instrumental errors in the simultaneous field measurements. The shaded 
envelope defines the profile nonuniqueness for conductivity analyses using 
data with a 2% relative instrumental error (0.2 gamma error in a 10 gamma step 
transient). The measured lunar magnetic permeability of 1.012 + 0.006 
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reported by Parkin et al. (1974) has been revised to 1.012 5 0.011 to reflect -- 
uncertainties in magnetometer gains as determined by our study of Apollo 12 
and Explorer 35 instrumental errors. This wider confidence interval allows 
model dependent lunar free iron abundance (see Parkin et al., 1974) to vary -- 
from 0 to 5.8 wt. % with a total iron abundance of 3.5 to 13.9 wt. %. 
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S E R E N I T A T I S  Figure 1: SERENITATIS AND IMBRIUM 
C ~ N D U C T I V I T Y  AI?OMALY ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITY ANOMALIES 

Figure 2: FIELD MEASUREMENT 
ACCURACY AND CONDUCTIVITY 

PROFILE LIMITS 
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